Small Boat Sharkin’
By Bob Humphrey

The great fish moved silently through the night water,
propelled by short sweeps of its crescent tail. The mouth was
open just enough to permit a rush of water over the gills.
There was little other motion: an occasional correction of
the apparently aimless course by the slight raising or lowering of a pectoral fin-as a bird changes direction by clipping
one wing and lifting the other. The eyes were sightless in the
black, and the other senses transmitted nothing extraordinary to the small, primitive brain. The fish might have been
asleep, save for the movement dictated by countless millions
of years of instinctive continuity...
– Peter Benchley, Jaws

The aforementioned novel and the resulting
movie became to fishing what Caddy Shack is to golf, a
virtual treasure trove of instantly recognizable one liners, among the more memorable being, “We’re gonna
need a bigger boat.” If you’re going after a leviathan as
big as the movie shark you might. But if your objective
is the mid-sized “squalids” more typical of New England’s coast you can get by with a surprisingly small
craft.

I discovered the sport of small boat sharking largely out of frustration and necessity. I was enamored with the big, toothy fish but lacked what I considered the
proper vessel. I also got tired of largely unsuccessful attempts at mooching a ride on
someone else’s boat. The light went on one day while mackerel and striper fishing
off Maine’s halfway rock in my “little” boat. We were trolling along when a shark
breached behind us. That told me we were far enough offshore to catch a shark.
“What the hell,” I thought. “You’ve got a boat. Why not give it a shot?”
Mine is hardly what you’d think of when envisioning an offshore big game
fishing boat. The 20-foot Polarkraft Outlander CC is a sportsman’s boat for sure,
designed cooperatively by Hamlin’s Marine and some of the hunting-fishing folks
from L.L. Bean. But its low freeboard and open cockpit were intended more for
duck hunting and freshwater or nearshore fishing. Clearly it would require a little
customization.

The first step was a T-top, which I had custom built by Cumberland Iron Works.
That provided some protection from the sun, and gave the boat a more “sporty” look. I
also modified the helm seat, replacing the short, fixed post with a higher adjustable one,
centering it behind the helm and replacing the fold-down seat with a smaller, “casting”
seat. I spend far more time standing than sitting behind the console.
Next came tackle. I went with pretty much basic stuff, a pair of Penn Senator 114s
with 80-pound mono mounted on Penn International stand-up rods. To my outfit I added a
fighting belt and vest, wire leaders, hooks, swivels, a crimping kit and a liberal supply of
party balloons. I fashioned my own chum basket out of a milk crate and float tube, threw
in some chum and bait and we were set for the first outing.

Fair Weather Fishing
Small boat fishing certainly has its drawbacks, the biggest being, you have to be
careful about picking your days. I watch the weather for forecasted winds of five knots
or less. I could probably push that envelope a little, but why risk it? You want to be
safe, and it’s supposed to be fun. Even on those flat days, the sea breeze usually picks
up in the afternoon, which sometimes means a wet ride home. When the first favorable
forecast came, we headed out.
Another minor drawback is range. Smaller boats may have sufficient cruising
range to venture up to 20 miles offshore, but the farther from shore you go, the greater
the risk. I prefer to stick within about 15 miles. Fortunately, good shark and tuna fishing exists within that range from most New England ports. There’s also usually enough
other boats around that if something should go wrong help is close at hand.

Fishing technique is largely the same
regardless of boat size. Once on location,
we checked tide and wind, power-chummed
for a mile or so then set up a drift and started chumming. The first hook-up came
within an hour and we quickly learned one
advantage of small boat fishing.
We started the engine, just in case,
but with all the fish we caught, never once
had to put the boat in gear. The center console design allowed anglers to move around the
boat rather than moving the boat. Admittedly, we caught only blue sharks, most of which
came in fairly quick. Had we hooked a mako or thresher it might have been a different
story. Even then, I believe the maneuverability of a smaller boat would prove advantageous.

I also learned you go smaller on the tackle side. I could only afford two outfits,
which proved limiting until one of my companions clipped a steel leader onto his cod
rod and tossed a bait over the side. I was in the rotation when the first shark hit the light
rod. It was certainly sporting. The rod held up fine but it was a strain on the light drag.
I should point out that we fought the fish adrift. Had we powered up and followed
its runs we could have taken some strain off the outfit; but we saw no need. The fivefoot blue was brought to the boat and released in roughly 15 minutes.

Another potential drawback to a smaller boat is space, but that’s partly perception.
We had plenty of space in my Polarkraft for
two to three anglers plus all the miscellaneous
tackle and gear. My partner later ventured
out in his Lund Alaskan and found it similarly
suited to small boat sharking. More room
would be nice, but is certainly not essential.

All in all it was a pretty successful
first season. I averaged about one trip a
week as weather permitted and each produced positive results. I’ll be making a
few minor improvements for this season
including the addition of a Yeti cooler,
some sturdier rod holders and at least one
more rod and reel combo, but I’ll be back
on the water for some small boat sharking
as soon as the forecast allows.

